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Peter Selk has seen water levels rise and fall during a 70-year history in Long Point, but his first visit of 2017 still generated a bit of a shock.

“Never expected it to get this high so fast,” admitted Selk, who still has a 20 to 30 metre buffer between Lake Erie’s new coastline and his 95 Woodstock Ave. cottage, but is down three backyard trees and 20 to

30 metres of Crown land beach.

Admittedly, he’s seen far worse — memories which add perspective to the current situation. Many speak of the storm of 1985, when residents were extricated in the bucket of an excavator; but Selk hearkens

further back to the destructive 1954 force of hurricane Hazel, which resulted in at least a couple of cottages bobbing around in Long Point’s inner bay.

“You could see their roofs,” he recalled Friday. “Every 50 or 100 years, this happens.”

Story continues below"

Selk’s parents Mike (originally from Woodstock) and Val (Brantford) purchased the cottage when Peter was a small boy. They sold it in 1983, he said, due to Lake Erie’s rising level. As the water rose, cottagers

took a variety of preventive actions, including the creation of seawalls and installation of rip-rap barriers. Mike Selk dumped huge, stove-sized boulders to stem the rising tide.

“The water was up to here,” Peter said, indicating a point roughly 10 metres from his back deck. “They panicked.”

Five years later, Erie’s high water mark had receded, the property came back on the market and Peter was in a financial position to reacquire it. In the ensuing years, water levels have dropped. Last summer

(2016), the beach was a 20 to 30 metre swath beyond his property line, comfortably accessible to his grandchildren down a three to four foot berm. This year, that beach is gone, previous gentle drop replaced by a

sheer 10 foot precipice whose base was being further pounded by foaming surf.

“Do you see the surveyors stake?” Selk inquired as he entered his backyard, indicating it used to be at the end of a copse of trees that erosion and rising waters had reduced by three. The small grove was an

accidental planting in the wake of a 1989 storm, which left many downed trees blocking Woodstock Avenue. Cleanup crews were forced to pile their remains in cottagers’ driveways in order to clear a navigable

path. The Selk family dragged theirs into two piles on the beach with the intention of burning them — a plan postponed by rain. When they returned to complete the job, some limbs had rooted.

“We said, ‘Well, let them grow, then,’” recalled Peter of a fortuitous erosion-preventing circumstance. “And they’ve done a heck of a job for us.

“Don’t know what we would have done without them …” he continued, edging toward the sheer, sandy precipice and glancing over. “And don’t know how we’ll get down to the water.”

Story continues below"

At its lowest, Lake Erie was 30 to 40 metres from his currently submerged property line. Selk does not believe his cottage is in imminent danger, but he has neighbours to the west who have waves literally

lapping at their back doors. It is Selk’s understanding that no one is being given permission to create a permanent defensive structure. Given that restriction, and the fact Mother Nature remains in charge, he is

concerned there is only so much that can be done.

“It’s a force of nature, right?”

If his seven-decade history of those natural forces at Long Point has told Selk anything, it’s that the worst may be yet to come.

“We’re getting back to higher water now, although it’s been a lot higher than this.”

And finally, while his would be an educated guess, it’s not one he’s prepared to go out on the limb of one of his semisubmerged fallen trees to make.

“I’m not going to make a prediction.”
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'Never expected it to get this high so fast’

Long Point cottager down three trees, 20 to 30 metres of beach
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Peter Selk lost three trees from the new shoreline of his 95 Woodstock Ave. property this spring, but still has a buffer
between Lake Erie’s rising level and his cottage. Neighbours located to the west of his property are in a more critical
position. - Jeff Tribe
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Peter Selk has seen water levels rise and fall during a 70-year history in Long Point, but his first visit of 2017 still generated a bit of a shock.

“Never expected it to get this high so fast,” admitted Selk, who still has a 20 to 30 metre buffer between Lake Erie’s new coastline and his 95 Woodstock Ave. cottage, but is down three backyard trees and 20 to

30 metres of Crown land beach.

Admittedly, he’s seen far worse — memories which add perspective to the current situation. Many speak of the storm of 1985, when residents were extricated in the bucket of an excavator; but Selk hearkens

further back to the destructive 1954 force of hurricane Hazel, which resulted in at least a couple of cottages bobbing around in Long Point’s inner bay.

“You could see their roofs,” he recalled Friday. “Every 50 or 100 years, this happens.”

Selk’s parents Mike (originally from Woodstock) and Val (Brantford) purchased the cottage when Peter was a small boy. They sold it in 1983, he said, due to Lake Erie’s rising level. As the water rose, cottagers

took a variety of preventive actions, including the creation of seawalls and installation of rip-rap barriers. Mike Selk dumped huge, stove-sized boulders to stem the rising tide.

“The water was up to here,” Peter said, indicating a point roughly 10 metres from his back deck. “They panicked.”

Five years later, Erie’s high water mark had receded, the property came back on the market and Peter was in a financial position to reacquire it. In the ensuing years, water levels have dropped. Last summer

(2016), the beach was a 20 to 30 metre swath beyond his property line, comfortably accessible to his grandchildren down a three to four foot berm. This year, that beach is gone, previous gentle drop replaced by a

sheer 10 foot precipice whose base was being further pounded by foaming surf.

“Do you see the surveyors stake?” Selk inquired as he entered his backyard, indicating it used to be at the end of a copse of trees that erosion and rising waters had reduced by three. The small grove was an

accidental planting in the wake of a 1989 storm, which left many downed trees blocking Woodstock Avenue. Cleanup crews were forced to pile their remains in cottagers’ driveways in order to clear a navigable

path. The Selk family dragged theirs into two piles on the beach with the intention of burning them — a plan postponed by rain. When they returned to complete the job, some limbs had rooted.

“We said, ‘Well, let them grow, then,’” recalled Peter of a fortuitous erosion-preventing circumstance. “And they’ve done a heck of a job for us.

“Don’t know what we would have done without them …” he continued, edging toward the sheer, sandy precipice and glancing over. “And don’t know how we’ll get down to the water.”

At its lowest, Lake Erie was 30 to 40 metres from his currently submerged property line. Selk does not believe his cottage is in imminent danger, but he has neighbours to the west who have waves literally

lapping at their back doors. It is Selk’s understanding that no one is being given permission to create a permanent defensive structure. Given that restriction, and the fact Mother Nature remains in charge, he is

concerned there is only so much that can be done.

“It’s a force of nature, right?”

If his seven-decade history of those natural forces at Long Point has told Selk anything, it’s that the worst may be yet to come.

“We’re getting back to higher water now, although it’s been a lot higher than this.”

And finally, while his would be an educated guess, it’s not one he’s prepared to go out on the limb of one of his semisubmerged fallen trees to make.



“I’m not going to make a prediction.”
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